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7. ORM and Object Persistence 

 
 

7.1 Hibernate usage 

Hibernate is the object-relational mapping tool used in this project. 

A hibernate mapping file is generated for each domain entity. This can be demonstrated 

using the following example. 

 

<hibernate-mapping>  

 <class name="org.order.Order" table="Order_tab"> 

   

  <!-- PRIMARY KEY --> 

  <id name="id"> 

   <generator class="sequence"/> 

  </id> 

   

  <!-- PROPERTIES --> 

  <property name="orderId"/> 

  <property name="orderDesc"/> 

  <property name="orderDate"/>   

   

  <!-- NAVIGABLE ASSOCIATIONS --> 

  <!-- Customer --> 

  <many-to-one name="customer" 

      column="customer_fk" 

      class="org.customer.Customer" 

      cascade="all"  

      not-null="true"/>    

   

  <!-- AGGREGATIONS --> 

  <!-- OrderItem --> 

  <bag name="list_OrderItem" 

    inverse="true" 

    cascade="all"> 

    <key column="order"/> 

    <one-to-many class="org.orderitem.OrderItem"/> 

  </bag> 

   

 </class>  

</hibernate-mapping> 

 

The above sample file is generated as follows: 
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• The first line describes the domain entity. “Order” will be persisted in the 

“Order_tab” database table.  

This is generated simply by concatenating “_tab” to the domain entity’s name. 

• The primary key of the domain entity is always a generated id. 

This is consistent with most other domain driven approaches. The concept of a 

primary key is actually a database concern and has little relevance in the domain 

modeled. 

• Then all the properties of the domain entity are listed as they appear in the model. 

• Then all the navigable associations with its details are listed. 

Cascade update and delete are enabled for all the associated entities. 

The foreign key column will be named “<domain_entity_name>_fk” where the 

domain entity name is the associated domain entity’s name converted to lowercase. 

• Then all the child classes with an aggregate relationship are listed. 

The client side can use the get<bag_name> to get all the child objects. 

e.g. In the above case the call obj.getList_OrderItem() will return all the OrderItem 

objects in aggregate relationship with the current object obj. 

 

7.2 PostgresSQL usage 

As described earlier the database settings are created as a resource of the web application 

server. The locations and settings are taken as parameters before the transformation. 

 

  


